S AN explanation for the decrease in . the apparent viscosity of certain suspensions measured at high flow rates in narrow tubes, the existence of unsheared laminae was proposed by Dix and Scott Blair. a where P is the absolute value of the pressure gradient, a the radius of the tube, MC 00 ) the apparent viscosity of the suspension at high flow rates in tubes of large radii, and 8 the thickness of the unsheared laminae (number of unsheared laminae N = -). From this foro mula, it follows for the apparent viscosity of the suspension at high flow rates in a tube of radius a that which shows that the apparent viscosity ^.(a) decreases with the radius a. Haynes 2 recently gave a simple derivation of equation 1. We should like to point out that equation 1 has to be treated with caution. Scrutinization of the calculations shows that they are based on the assumption that the wall, together with a very thin ( « 8 ) layer of fluid adhering to it, can be considered as an (N+l) t b lamina of the suspension. This assumption is plausible and attractive, especially when we consider the extreme case of plug flow and want to use as a simple model for this complicated . The existence of unsheared laminae of finite thickness in the central zone in this case tends, on the contrary, to work in the opposite direction, as will be shown. It gives an increase in the apparent viscosity, and when the radius becomes smaller, the decrease in the apparent viscosity will be smaller than it is without the presence of unsheared laminae of finite thickness.
In the presence of the marginal zone, the assumption mentioned above can no longer be used. W e no longer have N 8 = a, but N 8 = b < a, and the assumption has to be replaced by the supposition that the velocity v(b) of the N t b lamination equals the velocity v(b) of the immediately adjacent fluid of the marginal zone. When, departing from the result that is obtained in this way, one wants to ignore the existence of a marginal zone by letting b approach a, the equation obtained is not our equation 1 but an equation 1' with a minus instead of a plus sign inside the brackets. So when & marginal zone exists, the presence of unsheared laminae of finite thickness actually works in the wrong direction and does not contribute to the ex-Valid WenJ Figure 1 Laminations and marginal zone.
planation of the decrease in apparent viscosity with the radius of the tube.
Derivation of Equations
In figure 1 , the laminae and the marginal zone are schematically represented. We first consider the special case that 8' = S. The distance of the outer boundary of the m" 1 lamination to the axis is then equal to mS and b = N8. We denote the velocity in this m" This means that if all layers at distances m8 ^ (N-2)8 had the same velocity, again an additional contribution in case } 2 [v{(N-2)8} -had to be added; and so on.
We then obtain for the total flow
We denote the viscosity in the marginal zone by /i v and the coefficient of viscosity in the central region by ix e (oo). /j. e (°°) is assumed to be equal to the apparent viscosity of this suspension in a tube with large radius. The shearing stress in the marginal zone is given by dv " = Mv ~r~ < 0. 
We shall use equation 5 to replace the velocity difference in equation 3, but first we will derive an expression for a by applying Newton's second law to a cylinder of radius m8 and unit length. Since there is no acceleration, we obtain (P = absolute value of the pressure gradient) : P TT (m8) 2 + 2?rm8 <r(m8) = 0 <r (m8) = -y 2 P m 8 .
In the marginal zone, this becomes a (r) = -y 2 Pr (7 where ju denotes the apparent viscosity and is defined by
Here h = a -b is the width of the marginal zone, which like 8 is supposed to be independent of a. Discussion We assume now that the difference between 8' and 8 is so small that the term in equation 11 can be neglected.
1. We see from (11) that when 8 increases with ix e ( oo ), /A, a, and b remaining constant, (i increases. Thus, the presence of unsheared laminae of finite thickness in the central zone tends to increase the apparent viscosity.
2. When there are no unsheared laminae (S'=8=0), a decrease in " a " will cause a decrease in the apparent viscosity (marginal zone theory), but this decrease is smaller when unsheared laminae of finite thickness 8 3. When unsheared laminae are absent (8'= 8=0), equation 10 reduces to formula 6 from Haynes paper. 4. When we take b = a, we obtain equation 1 except for the minus sign. We said earlier that this result is due to the difference in assumptions. In the derivation of equation 1 the N th lamina is moving with respect to the wall. When we let (in our case) b approach a, the N th lamina is eventually in rest; equation 1 is valid for this case also if we replace a by the "effective radius" a -8, i.e., by the distance to the axis of the outer boundary of the last-(N-l)"
1 -lamina that is still in motion. We obtain then from (1) a result that was obtained earlier in (9) : exist, owing to the presence of the termin (11). In the special ease b = a, this reduces not to Buckingham's equation for plug flow but rather to the "equation for a plug," i.e., J = 0.
With the assumption of Dix and Scott Blair, however, the plug is not in rest but moves, separated from the wall by a thin layer of thickness £ = a -b « b i n which the velocity drops very fast from v(b) to v(a) = 0, so that
and we obtain the equation for plug flow: 
-f2
together with the assumption that equation 5 is also valid for m = N would formally give in place of (9) the equation:
' reduces to equation 1 in the special case 8' -S, h = a. This derivation of (9') and (1), however, does not seem warranted. Summary It is shown that in the presence of a marginal zone, which is free of corpuscles and which has a width independent of the tube radius, the existence in the central zone of unsheared laminae of finite thickness, which also is independent of the tube radius, tends to increase rather than decrease the apparent viscosity when the radius of the tube becomes smaller.
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